


Requirements to 
Implementation 

The who's, how's, what's, and why's 
of requirements gathering for a 
process 
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Who am I? 

Anne Ramey 
Consultant 
 anne.ramey@kineticdata.com 
 651-556-0947 

mailto:anne.ramey@kineticdata.com
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What are we going to do? 

Who needs to be present for effective requirements gathering? 
What are the steps those people take? 
What are some best practices to consider before implementing? 
Case study 
Possible challenges and potential solutions 
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Who needs to be there? 

Representative of the Budget (Money Guy) 
Representative of the Process Knowledge (Process SME) 
Representative of Influence (Decision Maker) 
 Implementer 
Process oriented thinker* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many people in the room is just as bad as not having the right people there.The process oriented thinker can be any one of the people above or a separate person. It is often the implementer. This is the person who pulls the big picture apart into the smaller parts, approvals, notifications, work orders/incidents, etc. for implementation.
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What steps do those people take 

Blueprint the process 
 Create Use Cases 
 Create a process map 
 Define Service Request 
 Define Fulfillment 
 Define Reports/Reporting 
 Gap Analysis 
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Create Use Cases  

Used in defining desired UI and process 
Used in defining reporting 
Used in defining test cases 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Help ensure consistent behavior/process and that needs are met when use cases are properly defined. Also helps with only going through the creation/blue printing process once.
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Create a Process Map 

Create a visual representation of the process/flow diagram that will be 
built 
As a general rule, if it’s not something you are creating in a system 

(Service Request, Approval, Work Order, Incident, Notification), it 
doesn’t get a box on the chart.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process map is not a process flow diagram exactly. It is a representation of how the process is going to be implemented in the tool. To create one, you often start by creating a process flow diagram and then collapse items/flow until you get to the point where if it’s not something created/happening in the tool, it doesn’t get a box on the chart.
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Define the Service Request 

Define the  
 Questions 
 Events/UI 
 ex. Insert/Remove, Data Validation 

 Page Branching 
 Entitlement 
 Categorization 
 Language 
 Data/Data Sources 
 Notifications 
 Variance from the template (if there is one) 
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Define Fulfillment 

Are there Approvals? 
 Questions, Events/UI, Variance from Template, Notifications 
 Review of Request 
 any or all (if group) 

 Fulfillment 
 Type (INC, CHG, WO) 
 Questions, Events/UI, Variance from Template, Notifications 
 Template/Mapping 
 Assignment 

Data 
Notifications 
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Define Reports/Reporting 

What do people need to see? 
How will they access those reports? 
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What steps did these people take 

Blueprinted the process 
 Created Use Cases 
 Created a process map 
 Defined Service Request 
 Defined Fulfillment 
 Defined Reports/Reporting 

 
Results? 
 Blue Print Document  
 Reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This blue print doesn’t have to be the excel sheet provided on community http://community.kineticdata.com/80_KEG/2013_KEG/Presentations/Service_Request_BlueprintingBut capturing this same set of information is important. Any format that works for you to do that is fine.
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Gap Analysis 

Will you need to build any new  
 handlers? 
 notification templates? 
 widgets/shared functions? 
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Best Practices to Consider 

Can I reuse any existing code/subtrees/routines? 
Can I build any of this to be reused? Can I leverage subtrees/routines? 
Do I have/Can I use Service Item/Approval/Work Order/Incident 

Template? 
Can/Should I use Attributes on the Service Item? 
Can/Should I use Bridges? 
Standards, ex. for field validation 



Case Study 
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Possible Challenges 

Clients who don’t know their processes 
Unreasonable expectations 
Scope creep 
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Possible Challenges 

Customers not knowing their process 
 Someone does know the process—someone does it today. 
 Different people may know the request side of the process and the 

fulfillment side of the process 
 Sometimes you need to gather what you can, then take it to the owner for 

approval later.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Someone does know the process—someone does it today, you may have the wrong person. The designated SME may not really be a SME.Different people may know the request side of the process and the fulfillment side of the processSometimes you need to gather what you can, then take it to the owner for approval later, because they won’t give the necessary time to be in the requirements meetings. This may require redo, but it is better to redo requirements than code.
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Possible Challenges 

Unreasonable Expectations 
 Deadlines set before the project starts/with no regard to the requirements 
 Being able to code with little/no written requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deadlines set before the project starts/with no regard to the requirements. This is a particularly difficult challenge because it generally comes down from above. The best way to deal with it is to make sure they understand what features will drop because of the deadline and when (what reasonable date) those additional features will be able to go in (wave 2, release 2, whatever terminology your company uses).Being able to code with little/no written requirements. You can often get support from management on this one. The teams asking for items, though, are less likely to understand why you can’t just code “blah” for them. They jotted it down on a napkin, after all. It is important to try and get that support from above, though. And it is critical to be consistent. 
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Possible Challenges 

Scope creep 
 Establish a scope from the initial requirements 
When an item is added, give it a level of effort  
 Adjust the project scope 
 Barter/exchange 

– Make next release real 
 move date 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establish a scope from the initial requirements. This will give you a baseline to work from and will give you somewhere to work from.When an item is added, give it a level of effort. Even if it is small, seemingly trivial.Adjust the project scope—bartering/exchanging items or date if necessary.For the barter/exchange, make the next release real. Give it a date, even if it has to be a little far out. And make the list of what is in it public. This helps with buy in/acceptance for putting items into these next releases.
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